Wings™ Ultra Quilted Adult Briefs and
Wings™ Super Quilted Adult Briefs

Features and Benefits
Cloth-like Backsheet

We are excited to introduce two new families of briefs to the

Ultrasonically bonded for a quilted

Covidien adult brief lineup, Wings ultra quilted and Wings super

look and feel, offering a quieter,
discreet and dignified solution

NEW!

quilted adult briefs. These premium performing briefs provide extra
heavy to maximum absorbency for the ultimate confidence against

Feather Soft Top Sheet

leakage. Our dual action core is designed to quickly lock in fluid

State-of-the-art top sheet is noticeably

and neutralize unpleasant odors while helping to keep the skin dry

softer than traditional non-wovens,

and comfortable. Wings ultra quilted and Wings super quilted adult

providing a more comfortable
experience for the wearer

Breathable Side Panels
Airflow technology allows for
air to skin contact, keeping the
skin cool, dry and comfortable
while minimizing heat buildup

Dual Action Core
Super absorbent core is
designed to quickly lock in

NEW!

NEW!

fluid and neutralize odors

Deep Core Design
High density core is specially
formed for more protection
where it’s needed most

Robust Fastening System
Sturdy refastenable tabs
ensure a secure fit

briefs also feature our new deep core technology. Our high density
absorbent core is specially formed to provide more protection where
it is needed the most. The new, state-of-the-art feather soft top
sheet is noticeably softer than traditional non-wovens, providing a
more comfortable experience for the wearer, and our whisper quiet
backsheet is ultrasonically bonded to offer a quieter, discreet and
dignified solution.

New!
Wings™ Ultra Quilted Adult Briefs and
Wings™ Super Quilted Adult Briefs

Robust Fastening System
Sturdy refastenable tabs
ensure a secure fit

Feather Soft
State-of-the-art top sheet is softer
than traditional non-wovens,
providing a more comfortable
experience for the wearer

Breathable Side Panels
Airflow technology allows for air to skin
contact, keeping the skin cool, dry and
comfortable while minimizing heat buildup

Deep Core Design
High density core is specially formed
for more protection where it’s needed most

Cloth-like Backsheet
Ultrasonically bonded for a quilted
look and feel, offering a quieter,
discreet and dignified solution

Dual Action Core
Super absorbent core is designed to
quickly lock in fluid and neutralize odors

Wetness
Indicator

ORDERING INFORMATION
Code #

Description

Color

Packaging

Ship Case

Wings™ Ultra Quilted Adult Briefs (Extra Heavy Absorbency)
77073

Medium (32" to 44")

White

12/Printed Bag, 8 Bags/Case

96

77074

Large (45" to 58")

Blue

18/Printed Bag, 4 Bags/Case

72

77075

X-Large (59" to 64")

Beige

15/Printed Bag, 4 Bags/Case

60

Wings™ Super Quilted Adult Briefs (Maximum Absorbency)
87083

Medium (32" to 44")

White

12/Printed Bag, 8 Bags/Case

96

87084

Large (45" to 58")

Blue

18/Printed Bag, 4 Bags/Case

72

87085

X-Large (59" to 64")

Beige

15/Printed Bag, 4 Bags/Case

60
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